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THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
and with the final end of humankind (DS 3016). Archbishop Pangrazio's speech introducing the hierarchy of truths emphasized that truths are not all of the same weight, even though they must be believed "with the same divine faith." Mühlen wonders if the difference in weight might not imply a difference in the obligation to believe. He recalls the scholastic distinction between explicit and implicit faith as a precedent that some truths are of such weight that they must be explicitly believed, while an implicit faith suffices for others less weighty.
Mühlen's second section attempts to interpret the hierarchy of truths according to three themes. First, Scripture seems to give various weights to various Christian truths. The Johannine "I am" statements show that the very person of Jesus and the acceptance of that person constitutes the heart of the gospel. How one relates to the person of Jesus Christ is of eternal "life and death" significance. The weight of individual Christian truths varies to the extent that a truth is more or less closely related to the person of Jesus. To this biblical reflection Mühlen adds a consideration of St. Thomas' distinction between articles of faith which are such either secundum se or in ordine ad alia. The difference between such articles lies not in their respective contents, but rather in that the former is the Veritas prima, the ungraspable formal horizon which is the condition for the possibility of grasping particular truths. Thus Mühlen interprets the hierarchy of truths in a transcendental fashion. Finally, he uses Karl Rahner's study of the Christian concept of mystery to argue that there are only three basic mysteries: the Trinity, the Incarnation, and grace. 14 Mühlen's longest and final section elaborates consequences of the hierarchy of truths for ecumenical dialogue. First of all, the hierarchy of truths must be related to several exercises of teaching authority over the past century. When, on the basis of the Orthodox belief about the priesthood and the Eucharist, the bishops at Vatican II opened the possibility of intercommunion with them without requesting a formal, explicit confession of papal infallibility, the bishops implied that truths about the priesthood and the Eucharist are more important than the truth of papal infallibility, at least when it is a question of that common faith necessary for the sharing of the Eucharist. Next Mühlen considers the Mariological doctrines of the Immaculate Conception and the Assumption in light of the hierarchy of truths. It is clear that these Mariological doctrines have more the character of a solemn definition of faith than, for example, Lumen gentium's doctrine of the visible and spiritual nature of the Church. The Immaculate Conception and As-sumption are higher in their degree of certainty (Gewissheitsgrade) but probably lower on the hierarchy of truths than an ecumenical council's teaching about the nature of the Church (328-29). This highlights the need to expound all Christian truths in terms of the central truths. Furthermore, it can be asked whether it is really of life-and-death importance that a person might not explicitly acknowledge these Marian dogmas. Mühlen suggests that the anathemas might be lifted from these dogmas as an ecumenical gesture which would not in any way deny them but would more clearly indicate their place on the hierarchy of truths.
Mühlen closes with a reflection on the relationship between the hierarchy of truths and the act of faith. Since faith is not just intellectual and voluntary but also affective, it will have grades of intensity depending upon whether it is focused on a more weighty or less weighty truth. True indifferentism consists in treating all truths as if there were no differences between them (335).
Mühlen's article was very well received and was cited often and appreciatively by those studies which were later to appear. His transcendental interpretation of the Veritas prima seemed to fall by the wayside and indeed does not prove to be particularly helpful, since it makes the most important truth no particular truth at all, but rather the condition for the possibility of grasping any such truth. In other parts of his article, however, Mühlen does order particular truths according to their contents. This "objective" rationale for ordering truths, as well as the impact of such an order upon the subject's act of faith, are among the most important of Mühlen's enduring contributions to the discussion of the hierarchy of truths. Wolfgang Dietzfelbinger's "Die Hierarchie der Wahrheiten," after quoting the pertinent conciliar texts surrounding this phrase, sees it as the furthest advance so far in the development of ecumenism within the Roman Catholic Church. 15 From a kind yet firm call to "return to the fold," Catholic teaching began to acknowledge elements of grace within the other Churches (620-21). With the hierarchy of truths, the Catholic Church re-evaluates itself, recognizing that all is not of equal weight or importance. The hierarchy of truths has a hermeneutical role to playits purpose is not to separate nonnegotiable fundamental articles from optional nonfundamental articles of faith. Rather it interprets and brings perspective into the whole body of truths. One should not expect quick unity from this teaching; one should expect, rather, deeper understanding both of the divisions and of the agreements among Christians.
In 1968, the Lutheran pastor Ulrich Valeske published his Hierarchia ventatura: Theologiegeschichtliche Hintergründe und mögliche Konsequenzen eines Hinweises im Oekumenismusdekret des IL Vaticanischen Konzils zum zwischenkirchlichen Gesprach. 16 This was the first book devoted to the hierarchy of truths. Valeske emphasizes in the Preface that his aim is to give a broad overview of this concept by presenting conciliar and postconciliar comments about it along with its general background in the history of Catholic and Protestant theology. He notes that such a broad overview would need to be complemented by further studies, more restricted in scope and focusing on one or another relevant author or aspect of the topic (11).
Valeske's first chapter outlines the conciliar discussion and postconciliar interpretation of the hierarchy of truths. He presents the thoughts of three Council fathers as relating to the hierarchy of truths (Cardinal Bea, Archbishop Pangrazio, and Cardinal Jaeger) and suggests four theologians as providing the proximate theological background to the teaching (Congar, Dumont, K. Rahner, and Schmaus). In particular, Valeske sees a direct influence of Dumont's "Y a-t-il une hiérarchie de valeur entre les vérités de foi?" upon Pangrazio's speech and upon modus 49, which introduced the hierarchy of truths into Unitatis redintegratio, no. II. 17 Valeske devotes his most extensive treatment in this section, however, to Karl Rahner. While Rahner does not seem to use the precise phrase "hierarchy of truths" until after the Council, the basic idea of concentrating upon the center of the faith is an essential element of his theology, scattered throughout many of his writings. Frequently Rahner repeats the theme that, in the final analysis, Christian faith is directed towards something utterly simple ("nach dem 'ganz Einfachen'" [35]).
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Consequently, a re-evaluation of Christian dogma must be undertaken so that the many mysteries are considered in light of the one utterly simple Mystery (36-37). Moreover, one must understand the development of dogma not simply as an extensive but also as an intensive development (39-43 The third and lengthiest chapter of Valeske's book investigates the notion of "fundamental articles" within the history of the theology of various Christian Churches. What Valeske often calls the "fundamentalarticles problematic" refers to the attempt to achieve unity among the splintering Reformation Churches on the basis of a minimum of fundamental articles. While this concept of fundamental articles is not strictly equivalent to the hierarchy of truths, both concern the recognition of degrees of importance among the various truths of the faith. Valeske produces numerous texts showing that Lutheran, Calvinist, and Anglican thought all hold some doctrines to be more fundamental or more necessary than others. Interestingly enough, Valeske's survey of the fate of the idea of fundamental articles turns up several inherent weaknesses with the doctrine. It seems incompatible with an emphasis on the verbal inspiration of Scripture, with an organic view of the doctrines of the faith, or with the formal equivalence of the authority supporting all faith statements (149). In fact, the concept of fundamental articles has by no means gained wholehearted support either among the Reformation Churches or among ecumenists. However, regardless of the difficulties inherent in the traditional doctrine of fundamental articles, the Reformation did tend to stress the importance of the central or fundamental truths of the faith. Vatican IPs hierarchy of truths represents a Catholic rapprochement with this Reformation tendency (169).
Valeske's book closes with a chapter entitled "Consequences." The doctrine of the hierarchy of truths represents a shift in approach to official teaching. The accent passes from the formal to the material aspect of doctrine, from the quantitative to the qualitative, from the relative to the absolute, from the extensive to the intensive, from the centrifugal to the centripetal, from mysteries to mystery, from truths to truth, from the enuntiabile to the res, from fides quae creditur to fides qua creditur (171). Christian doctrine is like a treasure in earthen vessels. One should not mistake the treasure for the earthen vessel. Valeske sees a certain vacillation within the postconciliar Catholic Church between a desire for a thorough reform and the willingness to settle for halfway measures, between a historical view of truth and a speculative, timeless understanding of doctrine (172-73). What is needed now is a concentration on the soteriological middle of the Christian faith (179-180). The Roman Catholic Church, moreover, should not require the dogmas of 1854,1870, and 1950 (which Valeske calls "so profunden Irrlehren") even of its own members, if it wishes to be seen as capable of union ("unionsfähig") with other Churches (184-85). The question of the hierarchy of truths extends beyond the tasks of ecumenical dialogue and Christian unity. It concerns the life question of Christianity-the project of renewing itself on the basis of the center of the gospel, of finding unity within pluriformity and of more perfectly fulfilling its service to the world (187).
While some of Valeske's enthusiastic consequences lack the careful consideration which their topic demands, the bulk of his study provides much valuable data from Vatican II and its immediate aftermath, as well as from the history of theology, which are relevant to the question of the hierarchy of truths. Such a welcome overview is, as Valeske himself noted (11), an invitation for further studies, more refined in scope.
1968 also saw the publication of Piet Schoonenberg's "Historiciteit en interpretatie van het dogma," eight theses about the historicity and interpretation of dogma, the sixth of which is an explanation of the hierarchy of truths.
19 Schoonenberg notes that the hierarchy of truths allows one to distinguish central dogmas from peripheral ones. These differ with respect to content. Central dogmas are "concerned with God in his saving significance for man [and] with man in his relation to God, as this mutual relationship is concentrated in Jesus Christ" (137). Peripheral dogmas fall into three broad categories: Mariological, ecclesiological, and moral. A further distinction differentiates central from peripheral dogmas: "In the central dogmas only the form of expression is historically determined, but in the more peripheral ones, the content is During the 1970s 19 different titles containing the phrase "hierarchy of truths" were published by theologians. Some of these brought fresh data into the discussion; others summarized earlier contributions. George Tavard's "'Hierarchia veritatum': A Preliminary Investigation" does both.
22 This rich, six-part article was the first to appear in the decade. In treating the Council itself, Tavard produces the modus of Cardinal Koenig which added the sentence "In comparandis doctrinis ..." to UR, no. 11, pointing out in particular several phrases which were eliminated when the modus was integrated into the decree. The omitted phrases more explicitly identified the "fundamentum fidei christianae" as "Jesus Christ the Word Incarnate for our salvation" and stated that some truths pertained to the order of the end, others to the order of the means of salvation. Tavard does not indicate why such phrases were omitted. He does include, however, Koenig's rationale for inserting the sentence about the hierarchy of truths, i.e. that, while all truths are believed with the same divine faith, a truer picture of unity and disunity among Christians will be achieved when truths are weighed and not simply enumerated. For Christian truths have different weights, depending upon their connection with the history of salvation and the mystery of Christ (280).
Next Tavard 23 While acknowledging that all doctrines "demand a due assent of faith" the "Directory" asserts that not all truths occupy the same principal place in the mystery revealed by Christ and encourages a certain discrimination on the part of students when considering doctrine. The "Reflections" imply not only a hierarchy of teachings but also a lived hierarchy; they furthermore comment on the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception in reference to other doctrines. After recounting the references in the Anglican-Roman Catholic Malta Report (which proposes as a particular matter for dialogue the possible resonance between the hierarchy of truths and traditional Anglican thought about "fundamental articles"), Tavard sketches four major commentaries on Unitatis redintegratio (Jaeger, Leeming, Thils, and Feiner) with regard to their treatment of the hierarchy of truths. A brief look into the past then comments on precedents for the hierarchy of truths in Ockham, Luther, Melchior Cano, the Catechism of the Council of Trent, Cardinal Jacques Davy du Perron, and C. Davenport. Finally, Tavard reflects on five perspectives opened up by the hierarchy of truths: the material and formal aspects of doctrine, doctrines pertaining to the end and to the means of salvation, lived hierarchy as distinct from doctrinal hierarchy of truths, the not-formally-defined character of some of the most essential doctrines, and the distinction between the deposit of faith and its historically conditioned expression. Tavard's article is clearly a very rich introduction to this topic, combining conciliar, postconciliar, and historical data with systematic reflections.
In the same year appeared H. Schützeichel's "Das hierarchische Denken in der Theologie," which located three types of "hierarchical thinking" in the course of Christian theology. 24 The first appeared with PseudoDionysius, the doctor hierarchicus, who coined the word "hierarchy" to express his soteriological interpretation of reality. A second use of the word "hierarchy" came to the fore in the Late Middle Ages, where the term was used in connection with ecclesial office. the views of their respective traditions: Schlink (Lutheran), Zizioulas and Dragas (Orthodox), Thurian (representing the Reformed), Baker (Anglican), and Thils (Roman Catholic). Two errors were universally rejected: equating the fact that a truth is defined with its being a central truth, and reducing Christian truths to a minimum (246). Historical and systematic methods can be employed in searching for the center of the faith. Such a center would support a "permanent dynamic of legitimate pluralism" (247). Of various criteria for determining the hierarchy among truths (Scripture, tradition, creeds, the Fathers, liturgy, official Church teaching, and the sensus fidelium), the last two occasioned much discussion. For example, official Catholic teaching has attempted to connect the Marian doctrines with the center of revelation, but not all have found this convincing. The sensus fidelium, on the other hand, is notoriously difficult to decipher. Recent studies on the topic of "reception'' may be a step in the right direction. Thils reports that the conference was characterized by much consensus about the fundamental truths of the faith, without, however, obscuring the fact that significant differences remain among the Christian Churches represented. He closes wondering how the hierarchy of truths might relate to the new diversities within Christian thought which will inevitably arise when Latin American, African, and Asian reflection is brought to bear upon the Christian mystery. B. R. Brinkman's "Isn't There a Hierarchy of Truths?" comes out of the unique perspective of trying to apply the hierarchy of truths to the doctrinal controversies within the Catholic Church over the writings of E. Schillebeeckx and H. Küng. 45 His concern is not the specific teachings of these theologians but the general attitudinal change which could be effected by the hierarchy of truths. This latter concept is an old principle, potentially very helpful for assisting the Church in the current task of facing today's cultural breakup and emerging pluralism. In the past the Church imposed the Latin culture upon mission territories; today, to a certain extent it must free itself from any confinement to this Latin heritage. Brinkman finds cause for optimism in such change because it forces Christians back to a God-oriented view of revelation like that of St. Thomas. Revelation is not about any reality whatsoever. It concerns God. And God Himself, not the Church, is the primary agent of revelation. God witnesses to the heart of each individual and makes His message credible to the believer. The Church cannot and need not perfectly present God's word. 
Theotokos doctrine: to deny it is to commit a Christological error. He goes on to cite R. Laurentin to the effect that the Theotokos doctrine is the most important of the Marian doctrines and that all other Marian doctrines depend upon it (31). He refers to Rahner
Systematic Reflections
Many have written about criteria for determining the order among the truths of the faith. Aside from Witte's extensive discussion of the meaning of the "foundation" of the faith, perhaps the most detailed series of principles for ordering Christian truths is that offered by Schlink's article. Others who address the principles involved in ordering Christian truths are Mühlen, Schoonenberg, Tavard, Congar, Jelly, and Thils.
Several authors distinguish a subjective or existential hierarchy of truths on the part of the believing subject from an objective hierarchy existing within the deposit of the faith itself (Mühlen, Congar, Hryniewicz, and Rahner). These authors add that the subjective* hierarchy is sensitive to the order in the object of the faith.
Some theologians have emphasized the hierarchy of truths as a means toward a Church unity which allows for diversity. Cullmann offers the most finalized expression of this theme. Witte suggests a sophisticated theory of Church identity, employing a sociological account of truth. Pertinent comments about such unity in diversity come also from Mühlen, Schlink, Congar, and O'Connell, with some caveats from Jelly.
The hierarchy of truths functions as a hermeneutical principle for interpreting the body of Christian truths (Dietzfelbinger, Schoonenberg, Weismayer, Carroll, Hryniewicz, and Witte). It can serve as an ordering principle for all of theology (Schützeichel and Jelly).
Contemporary evangelization calls for Christians to express the kernel of their faith in a short plausible way for people of today (Weismayer, Carroll, Brinkman, and Rahner). Thus there is a profoundly pastoral dimension to the hierarchy of truths.
Some have related the hierarchy of truths to a lessening of emphasis upon formal Church authority with regard to Christian truths (Congar, Brinkman, and Thils). It has provided some with the context for reflecting on the nature of Christian dogma (Schlink and Thils). Some state that the obligation to believe cannot be impervious to the objective hierarchy of truths, with the result that the statement that all truths must be believed "with the same faith" must be carefully nuanced (Mühlen, Hryniewicz, and Rahner).
There has been an effort to connect the hierarchy of truths to the overall conception of revelation and faith at Vatican II (Weismayer and Witte). Several have reflected upon Marian doctrines in light of the order among truths (Mühlen, Valeske, Schoonenberg, Benassi, Jelly, and Dietz). The hierarchy of truths has been restated in logical terms (Froitzheim), applied to inner Roman Catholic theological controversy (Brinkman), and explored in light of Thomist epistemological principles (Cardona).
In conclusion, it is clear that this concept has generated considerable thought among theologians. It not only reflects the general outlook of Vatican II with regard to ecumenism, revelation, and doctrine, but also expresses an approach to Christian truth deeply rooted in the tradition, going back even to the Scriptures. Much is at stake with this notion, a fact evidenced by the list of systematic reflections appearing above. That is why the hierarchy of truths will ultimately need to be elaborated on the basis of such foundational notions as truth, history, revelation, faith, and dogma. Ecumenically speaking, the hierarchy of truths invites one to consider truth as a means of unification rather than of division and separation. It asks whether it might not be possible to reverse an age-old tendency whereby gains in truth are achieved at the price of divisions within the Church. Can one think of truth in such a way that it unifies diverse perspectives without reducing them to uniformity?
Beyond the context of Christian unity, the hierarchy of truths provides a means of interpreting and reappropriating the tradition so as to hand it on again in a fresh and plausible way to people of today. Thus it is a profoundly pastoral notion, potentially of great benefit to the Church's evangelical mission in the world.
"Eye has not seen, ear has not heard, nor has it so much as dawned on man what God has prepared for those who love Him" (1 Cor 2:9; see Isa 64:3). In the opening article of his Summa theologiae, St. Thomas quoted this Scripture passage to explain the specific nature of theology (sacra doctrina) as a science so audacious that it reaches up to share in the very knowledge of God. After all, knowledge based on revelation always ultimately implies knowing, at least to some extent, as God knows. At this point in the Church's pilgrimage into the unfathomable riches of Christ's truth, one thing is increasingly clear: deeper penetration into the knowledge of God, who is Truth, leads to a relishing contemplation of the hierarchy of truths.
